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ABSTRACT
Reusable hardware Intellectual Property (IP) based Systemon-Chip (SoC) design has emerged as a pervasive design
practice in the industry today. The possibility of hardware Trojans and/or design backdoors hiding in the IP cores
has raised security concerns. As existing functional testing
methods fall short in detecting unspeciﬁed (often malicious)
logic, formal methods have emerged as an alternative for
validation of trustworthiness of IP cores. Toward this direction, we discuss two main categories of formal methods used
in hardware trust evaluation: theorem proving and equivalence checking. Speciﬁcally, proof-carrying hardware (PCH)
and its applications are introduced in detail, in which we
demonstrate the use of theorem proving methods for providing high-level protection of IP cores. We also outline
the use of symbolic algebra in equivalence checking, to ensure that the hardware implementation is equivalent to its
design speciﬁcation, thus leaving little space for malicious
logic insertion.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The impact of malicious logic and design ﬂaws in IP cores
threatens to ruin the credibility of third-party vendors and
places unnecessary security risks on the IP customers and
end users. Existence of a malicious IP core invalidates the
applicability of many of the previously proposed methods
for Hardware Trojan detection [1, 6, 19, 23, 31, 32]. Most of
the existing methods rely on golden models to generate the
ﬁngerprints and compare them with those measured from
circuit-under-test using certain data analysis methods.
To counter the threat of untrusted third-party resources,
pre-silicon trust evaluation approaches have been proposed
recently [2, 16, 36]. Most of these methods try to trigger
malicious logic by enhancing functional testing with extra
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test vectors. Authors in [36] proposed a method to generate “Trojan Vectors” into the testing patterns, hoping to
activate the Hardware Trojans during the functional testing. In order to identify suspicious circuitry, unused circuit
identiﬁcation (UCI) [16] method analyzed the RTL code to
ﬁnd lines of code that are never used. However, these methods assume that the attacker uses rarely-occurring events as
Trojan triggers. Using “less-rare” events as trigger will void
these approaches. This was demonstrated in [35], where
Hardware Trojans were designed to defeat UCI.
Admitting the limitations of enhanced functional testing
methods, researchers started looking into formal solutions.
Although at its early stage, formal methods have already
shown their beneﬁts over testing methods in exhaustive security veriﬁcation [18, 21, 25, 39]. A multi-stage approach,
which included assertion based veriﬁcation, code coverage
analysis, redundant circuit removal, equivalence analysis,
and use of sequential Automatic Test Pattern Generation
(ATPG) was adopted in [39] to identify suspicious signals
for detecting Hardware Trojans. This approach was demonstrated on a RS232 circuit and the eﬃciency of the approach
in detecting Trojan signals ranged between 67.7% and 100%.
In [18, 21, 25], the PCH framework was used to verify security properties on soft IP cores. Supported by the Coq proof
assistant [17], formal security properties can be formalized
and proved to ensure the trustworthiness of IP cores. In this
survey, we review the existing formal veriﬁcation methods
for soft IP cores with speciﬁc focuses on theorem proving
and equivalence checking.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the theorem proving approach for hardware trust
evaluation. In this section, the PCH framework is introduced as well as its applicability in verifying synthesizable
register-transfer level (RTL) code and netlist of soft IP cores.
Section 3 discusses the existing equivalence checking methods for ensuring trustworthiness of soft IP cores. Finally,
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2.

THEOREM PROVING FOR VALIDATION
OF HARDWARE TRUST

Theorem provers are used to prove or disprove properties
of systems expressed as logical statements. Since 1960s, several automated and interactive theorem provers have been
developed and used for proving properties of hardware and

software systems. However, verifying large and complex systems using theorem provers require excessive eﬀort and time.
Despite these limitations, theorem provers have currently
drawn a lot of interest in veriﬁcation of security properties
on hardware. Among all the formal methods, they have
emerged as the most prominent solution for providing high
level protection of the underlying designs. In this section,
we introduce the PCH framework, which uses an interactive
theorem prover for verifying security properties on soft IP
cores.

2.1

Proof-Carrying Hardware Framework

Proof-Carrying Hardware is an approach for ensuring trustworthiness of hardware [9, 10, 24, 25]. The PCH method is
inspired from the proof-carrying code (PCC), which was proposed by G. Necula [30]. Using the PCC mechanism, untrusted software developers/vendors certify their software
code. During the certiﬁcation process, software vendor develops safety proof for the safety policies provided by software customers. The vendor then provides the user with
a PCC binary ﬁle, which includes the formal proof of the
safety properties encoded with the executable code of the
software. The customer becomes assured of the safety of
the software code by quickly validating the PCC binary ﬁle
in a proof checker. Eﬃciency of this approach in reducing
validation time at the customer end led to its adoption in
diﬀerent applications.
Following the concept of PCC, authors in [9–12] proposed
the Proof-Carrying Hardware (PCH) framework for dynamically reconﬁgurable hardware platforms. In the PCH framework, authors used runtime combinational equivalence checking (CEC) for verifying equivalence between the design speciﬁcation and the design implementation. A boolean satisﬁability (SAT) solver was used to generate resolution proof
for unsatisﬁability of the combinational miter circuit, represented in a conjunctive normal form (CNF). The proof traces
were combined with the bitstream into a proof-carrying bitstream by the vendor and given to the customer for validation. However, the approach did not consider exchange of a
set of security properties between the customer and the vendor. Rather it considers safety policy, which included agreements on a speciﬁc bitstream format, on a CNF to represent
combinational functions, and the propositional calculus for
proof construction and veriﬁcation.

2.2

Proof-Carrying Based RTL Veriﬁcation

In [24, 25], another PCH framework was proposed, which
overcame the limitations of the previous framework and expanded it for veriﬁcation of security properties on soft IP
cores. The new PCH framework is dedicated for security
properties veriﬁcation on synthesizable register-transfer level
(RTL) IP cores. In the framework, Hoare-logic style reasoning is used to prove the correctness of the RTL code and
implementation was carried out using the Coq proof assistant [17]. As Coq supports automatic proof checking, it can
help IP customers to validate proof of security properties
with minimum eﬀort. Moreover, usage of the Coq platform
by both IP vendors and IP consumers ensures that same
deductive rules could be used for validating the proof. However, Coq does not recognize commercial hardware description languages (HDLs) and security properties expressed in
a natural language. To solve this problem, semantic translation of HDLs and informal security speciﬁcations to calcu-

Figure 1: Working process of the PCH framework

lus of inductive construction (CIC) was done. Based on this
PCH framework, a new trusted IP acquisition and delivery
protocol was proposed (See Figure 1), in which IP consumers
provided both functional speciﬁcations and a set of security
properties to IP vendors. IP vendors then developed the
HDL code based on the functional speciﬁcations. The HDL
code and security properties were then translated to CIC.
Subsequently, proofs were constructed for security theorems
and the transformed HDL code. The HDL code and proof
for security properties were combined into a trusted bundle
and delivered to the consumer. Upon receiving the trusted
bundle, IP consumers ﬁrst generate the formal representation of the design and security properties in CIC. The translated code, combined with formal theorems and proofs were
quickly validated using the proof checker in Coq platform.
Within the PCH framework deﬁned in [25], the most important component is the set of security properties. A complete set of properties can ensure trustworthiness of the design by detecting malicious logic if present in the IP core.
As diﬀerent soft IP cores often share similar security properties, an expandable centralized repository of security properties with theorem-proof pairs will be a desirable solution
for reducing the veriﬁcation eﬀort and protect the design
from diﬀerent types of hardware Trojan attacks. Any hardware designer will be able to pick a set of security properties
from the property library rather than developing properties
from scratch. The selected set of properties will be able to
render many modes of attack signiﬁcantly diﬃcult to implement, thereby ensuring the trustworthiness of the delivered
IP cores.
As a ﬁrst step toward building such a property library,
data secrecy properties were considered [20,21]. These properties help in tracking the internal information ﬂow. Subsequently, the PCH framework formally prove that no sensitive information is leaked through the primary output or
the Trojan side channels. The proof-carrying based static
information ﬂow scheme was demonstrated in [20]. In this
method, each signal of the formal circuit had two values:
logic value and signal sensitivity. The semantics of the formal circuit representation was updated to support both the
logic signal propagation and signal sensitivity operation. Accordingly, a new formal model was developed for assigning appropriate sensitivity tags to each signals. With this
framework, if proofs can be successfully constructed for the
pre-deﬁned data secrecy property, IP consumers can trust

that the delivered IP cores will not leak sensitive information through primary outputs. This static scheme has
proven eﬀective in detecting data leakage caused by hardware Trojans and/or design faults and require less eﬀort
in constructing the proof. However, the static scheme suffers from the limitation that it cannot be directly implemented on multi-stage designs and can only check circuit
trustworthiness statically. To overcome the shortcoming of
the static scheme and still achieve high level protection, a
dynamic information assurance scheme was developed. The
new scheme supports various levels of circuit architectures,
ranging from low-complexity small-scale designs to largescale deeply-pipelined design. Similar to the static scheme,
the dynamic scheme also focuses on circuits with sensitive
information, such as cryptographic designs.
Within the dynamic scheme, all signals are assigned values indicating their sensitivity levels. Based on the original
values of signals and the update rules deﬁned by the signal sensitivity transition model, values of these signals are
updated after each clock cycle. As the sensitivities of all circuit signals are managed in a sensitivity list, two sensitivity
lists are of interest for data secrecy protection: the initial
sensitivity list and the stable sensitivity list. The initial sensitivity list reﬂects the circuit status after initialization or
powered-on mode, when only some of the input signals contain sensitive information such as plaintext, encryption keys,
etc. The stable sensitivity list, on the other hand, indicates
the circuit status when all internal/output signals have ﬁxed
sensitivity levels.

to all input/output/internal signals. The stable sensitivity
list contains complete information of the distribution of sensitive information across the whole circuit. Evaluating this
list helps to detect hardware Trojans, which may illegally
propagate sensitive information to primary outputs of the
circuit.
After both the signal sensitivity lists pass the initial step,
IP consumers proceed to the next step of automatic proof
checking. A “PASS” output from the checker provides evidence that the HDL code do not contain any malicious channels. However, a “FAIL” results in a warning that some of
the data secrecy properties are breached in the delivered
IP cores. The PCH framework has been applied in cryptographic circuits such as DES, AES [20, 21].

Figure 3: Data secrecy property veriﬁcation by IP consumers in dynamic information assurance scheme

2.3

Figure 2: Trusted bundle preparation by IP vendors in the
dynamic information assurance scheme
Figure 2 illustrates the preparation process of the trusted
bundle deﬁned by the dynamic information assurance scheme.
A new structural Coq formal logic and a signal sensitivity transition model are developed for converting the HDL
code to Coq representatives. Using the functional speciﬁcations, the IP vendor designs the HDL code and then uses the
structural Coq formal logic and the signal sensitivity transition model to convert the HDL code into the language of
Coq. The IP vendor also translates the agreed-upon data
secrecy properties from natural language to property generation functions, which then helps in generating formal theorems.
The data secrecy property veriﬁcation procedure performed
by the IP consumer in the dynamic scheme is shown in Figure 3. In the ﬁrst step, IP consumers check the contents of
the initial signal sensitivity list and the stable signal sensitivity list. These lists represent the circuit’s initial secrecy status and stabilized status. Validity of the initial list is checked
to ensure that sensitivity levels are appropriately assigned

Proof-Carrying Based Netlist Veriﬁcation

Besides the RTL code veriﬁcation, the proof-carrying based
information assurance scheme was extended to support gate
level circuit netlist [18]. By leveraging the new gate-level
framework, the authors in [18] formally analyzed the security of design-for-test (DFT) scan chains, the industrial
standard testing method, and formally proved that a circuit with scan chain can violate data secrecy property. Although security concerns caused by DFT scan chains have
been under investigation for decades, with various attack
and defense methods being developed [8, 29, 33, 34, 37, 38], it
is the ﬁrst time it has been formally proved that the scan
chain inserted designs are vulnerable (Note that RTL veriﬁcation methods can rarely touch scan chains because scan
chains are inserted in the netlist). The same framework was
also applied in built-in-self-test (BIST) structure to prove
that BIST structure can also leak internal sensitive information [18].

3.

EQUIVALENCE CHECKING FOR HARDWARE TRUST VALIDATION

Orthogonal to the theorem prover based approaches, another promising approach is equivalence checking to ensure
that the speciﬁcation and implementation are equivalent.
Figure 4 shows a traditional approach for performing equivalence checking using SAT solvers. If the speciﬁcation and
implementation are equivalent, the output of the “xor” gate
should be always zero (false). If the output becomes true for
any input sequence, it implies that the speciﬁcation and the
implementation are producing diﬀerent outputs for the same
input sequence. Therefore, if we construct CNF clauses of
the input cone of F , we can use a SAT solver to perform

equivalence checking. If the SAT solver ﬁnds a satisﬁable
assignment, the speciﬁcation and implementation are not
equivalent. Traditional equivalence checking techniques can
lead to state space explosion when large IP blocks are involved with signiﬁcantly diﬀerent speciﬁcation and implementation. Similarly, traditional equivalence checking approaches fail for complex arithmetic circuits with larger bitwidths.

Figure 4: Equivalence Checking using SAT Solvers
A promising direction to address the state space explosion problem in veriﬁcation of arithmetic circuits is to employ equivalence checking using computer symbolic algebra.
Arithmetic circuits constitute a signiﬁcant portion of datapath in signal processing, cryptography, multimedia applications, error root causing codes, etc. In most of them, arithmetic circuits have a custom structure and can be very large
so the chances of potential malfunction is high. These bugs
may cause unwanted operations as well as security problems
like leakage of secret key [3]. Thus, veriﬁcation of arithmetic
circuits is very important.
Application of symbolic algebra for veriﬁcation of combinational multipliers that support Galois ﬁeld F2k computation (with function P(x) for ﬁeld construction) is presented
in [26]. The primary goal is to check equivalence between
the speciﬁcation polynomial f (with coeﬃcient in F2k ) and
gate level implementation C. The speciﬁcation of arithmetic
circuit and implementation are formulated as polynomials
constructing a multivariate ring with coeﬃcients from F2k .
This method uses Gröbner basis and Strong Nullstellent over
Galois ﬁeld to formulate the veriﬁcation problem as an ideal
membership testing of polynomial f in the ideal constructed
by circuit polynomials (ideal I ). Ideal I can have several
generators, one of these generators is called Gröbner basis.
First, we brieﬂy describe Gröbner basis theory [7]. Next, we
present application of Gröbner basis theory for veriﬁcation
of arithmetic circuits.
Let M = x1 α1 x2 α2 ...xn αn be a monomial and f = C1 M1 +
C2 M2 + ... + Ct Mt be a polynomial with {c1 , c2 , ..., ct } as coeﬃcients and M1 > M2 > ... > Mt . Monomial lm(f ) = M1
is called leading monomial lt(f ) = C1 M1 is called leading
term of polynomial f. Let K be a computable ﬁeld and
K[x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] be a polynomial ring in n variables. Then <
n

hi fi : h1 , h2 , ..., hs ∈ K[x1 , x2 , ..., xn ]}
f1 , f2 , ..., fs >= {
i=1

is an ideal I. The set {f1 , f2 , .., fs } is called generator or
basis of ideal I. If V (I) shows the aﬃne variety (set of all
solution of f1 = F2 = ... = fs = 0) of ideal I, I(V ) = {fi ∈
K[x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] : ∀v ∈ V (I), fi (v) = 0}. Polynomial fi is
a member of I(V ) if it vanishes on V (I). Gröbner basis is
one of the generators of every ideal I (when I is other than
zero) that has a speciﬁc characteristic to answer membership problem of an arbitrary polynomial f in ideal I. The
set G = {g1 , g2 , ..., gt } is called Gröbner basis of ideal I, if
∀fi ∈ I, ∃gj ∈ G : lm(gj )|lm(fi ).
The Gröbner basis solves the membership testing prob-

lem of an ideal using sequential divisions or reduction. The
reduction operation can be formulated as follows. Polynomial fi can be reducible by polynomial gj if lt(fi ) = C1 M1
(which is non-zero) is divisible by lt(gi ) and r is the remaingj
lt(fi )
der (r = fi − lt(g
.gj ). It can be denoted by fi −→ r.
j)
Similarly, fi can be reducible with respect to set G and it
G
can be represented by fi −
→+ r. The set G is Gröbner basis
G
→+ 0. Gröbner basis can be computed
ideal I, if ∀f ∈ I, fi −
using Buchburger algorithm [4]. However, Buchberger algorithm is computationally intensive and it may eﬀect the
performance drastically. It has been shown in [5] that if
every pair (fi , fj ) that belongs to set F = {f1 , f2 , ..., fs }
(generator of ideal I ) has a relatively prime leading monomials (lm(fi ).lm(fj ) = LCM (lm(fi ).lm(fj ))) with respect
to order >, the set F is also Gröbner basis of ideal I. Based
on these observations, eﬃcient equivalence checking between
speciﬁcation of an arithmetic circuit and its implementation
can be performed as shown in Figure 5. The major computation steps in Figure 5 are outlined below:
• Assuming a computational ﬁeld K and a polynomial
ring K[x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] (note that variables {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }
are subset of signals in the gate level implementation), a polynomial fspec ∈ K[x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] representing speciﬁcation of the arithmetic circuit can be derived.
• Map the implementation of arithmetic circuit to a set
of polynomials that belongs to K[x1 , x2 , ..., xn ]. The
set F generates an ideal I. Note that according to the
ﬁeld K, some vanishing polynomials that constructs
ideal I0 may be considered as well.
• Derive an order > in a way that leading monomials
of every pair (fi , fj ) are relatively prime. Thus, the
generator set F is also Gröbner basis G = F . As the
combinational arithmetic circuits are acyclic, the topological order of the signals in the gate level implementation can be used.
• The ﬁnal step is reduction of fspec with respect to
Gröbner basis G and order >. In other words, the verG
→+ r. The
iﬁcation problem is formulated as fspec −
gate level circuit C has correctly implemented speciﬁcation fspec , if the remainder r is equal to 0. The
non-zero remainder implies a bug or Trojan in the implementation.
Galois ﬁeld arithmetic computation can be seen in Barrett
reduction [28], Mastrovito multiplication and Montgomery
reduction [22] which are critical part of cryptosystems. So
veriﬁcation of them in an eﬃcient way is really important.
In order to apply the method of Figure 5 for veriﬁcation of
Galios ﬁeld arithmetic circuits, Strong Nullstellensatz over
Galois Fields is used. Galois ﬁeld is not an algebraically
closed ﬁeld, so its closure should be used. Strong Nullstellensatz helps to construct a radical ideal in a way such that
I(VF2k ) = I + I0 . Ideal I0 is constructed by using vank

ishing polynomials x2i − xi by considering the fact that
k
k
∀x2i ∈ F2k : x2i − xi = 0. As a result, the Gröbner basis theory can be applied on Galois ﬁeld arithmetic circuits.
The method in [26] has extracted circuit polynomials by
converting each gate to a polynomial and SINGULAR [15]

tural/functional integrity. As various reports suggest that
such a reliance can compromise the hardware security and
trust. This paper surveyed existing formal methods for
hardware IP trust validation: theorem proving and equivalence checking. We presented theorem proving approaches
using proof-carrying hardware to enable high-level protection of IP cores. We also outlined equivalence checking techniques to guarantee that there are no malicious implants in
the IP blocks by ensuring that the IP implementation faithfully represents the IP speciﬁcation - nothing more, nothing
less. We believe that the existing methods are promising
but a lot more research eﬀort is required to enable trusted
SoC design using potentially untrusted components.

5.
Figure 5: Equivalence checking ﬂow.
G

has been used to do the fspec −
→+ r computations. Using
this method, the veriﬁcation of Galois ﬁeld arithmetic circuits like Mastrovito multipliers with up to 163 bits can be
done in few hours. Some extensions of this method has been
G
→+ r computation has
proposed in [27]. The cost of fspec −
been improved by mapping the computation on a matrix
representing the veriﬁcation problem, and the computation
is performed using Gaussian elimination.
The Gröbner basis theory has been used to verify arithmetic circuits over ring Z[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]/2N in [14]. Instead
of mapping each gate to a polynomial, the repetitive components of the circuit are extracted and the whole component
is represented using one polynomial (since arithmetic circuit over ring Z[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]/2N contain carry chain, the
number of polynomials can be very large). Therefore, the
number of circuit polynomials are decreased. In order to
G
→+ r computation, the polynomials are
expedite the fspec −
represented by Horner Expantion Diagrams. The reduction
computation is implemented by sequential division. The veriﬁcation of arithmetic circuit over ring Z[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]/2N
up to 128 bit can be eﬃciently performed using this method.
An extension of this method has been presented in [13] that
is able to signiﬁcantly reduce the number of polynomials by
ﬁnding fanout-free regions and representing the whole region by one single polynomial. Similar to [27], the reduction
of speciﬁcation polynomial with respect to Gröbner basis
polynomials is performed by Gaussian elimination resulting
in veriﬁcation time of few minutes. In all of these methods, when the remainder r is non-zero, it shows that the
speciﬁcation is not exactly equivalent with the gate level
implementation. Thus, the non-zero remainder can be analyzed to identify the hidden malfunctions or Trojans in the
system.

4.

CONCLUSION

Growing reliance on hardware IPs, often gathered from
untrusted third-party vendors, severely aﬀects the security
and trustworthiness of SoC computing platforms. A major concern with the hardware IPs acquired from external
sources is that they may come with deliberate malicious implants to incorporate undesired functionality, undocumented
test/debug interface working as hidden backdoor, or other
integrity issues. SoC integrators typically tend to treat these
IPs as black box and rely on the IP vendors on their struc-
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